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SHARAD (AUTUMN)
RITUCHARYA (ROUTINE)

Ayurveda honours the change of

each season with a specialized daily

routine specific to the dominant

elements of that season. Fall/

Autumn is known as Sharad Ritu in

Ayurveda, this season is dominant in

Pitta  (fire+water element) and Vata

(air+space element) doshas. As the

temperatures cool but sunlight is

still prominent during the days, the

excess heat from the summer

season makes its way out of the

body and atmosphere.

This means there is an excess of hot,

sharp,oily and dry, cold,rough qualities in

the atmosphere depending on where you

live. In order to best prepare the body for rest

in Winter, build our immunity and alleviate

excess Vata/ Pitta dosha, Fall is the optimal

time to undergo an Ayurvedic cleanse/detox

process known as Panchakarma. 

 

With this easy to follow guide you can treat

yourself to an at-home 3 day Ayurvedic

cleanse. Enjoy deep rest for your mind, body

and spirit with a few simple dietary changes,

Ayurvedic herbs, and yoga+ breathwork. 
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PANCHAKARMA

Pancha meaning five and Karma

meaning actions, Panchakarma is

the Sanksrit word for this process

which cleanses the body of "toxic

materials (ama) left by disease, poor

nutrition and environmental toxins."

We accumulate disease causing

ama due to our" repeated dietary

indiscretions, poor exercise

patterns, lifestyle, and genetic

predisposition, the digestive

enzymes, metabolic co-factors,

hormones, and agnis which regulate

the body’s internal homeostasis

become disorganized." 

 

The transition time is Aug-Sept for

Sharad which lasts from September-

mid November. In Ayurveda we use

the opposite qualities to remedy the

imbalance, for example if Fall is

dominantly cold and dry- we use

warm, nourishing, oily foods/

properties to bring it into balance.

Obeserve if you are experiencing

excess Pitta (skin rashes, acidity/

heartburn, burning or itching,

diarrhea/runny stools) or excess

Vata (gas, bloating, dry/tight skin,

constipation) and use the

appropriate spices and herbs from

the list.

GROCERY LIST 

Yellow split mung daal

organic basmati rice

Lemon

Ghee- clarified butter

Vata Spices + Veggies: 

Ginger

Cumin

Coriander seeds

Curry leaves

Hing

Black Mustard seed

Himalayan Pink Salt

Turmeric (fresh or powdered)

Fennel

Ajwain or Carom seeds

Optional to add veggies to Kitchidi:

sweet potato, yams, pumpkin

 

Pitta Spices + Veggies :

Turmeric (fresh or powdered)

Ginger

Coriander seeds

Himalayan Pink Salt

Fennel

Cumin

Lime

Optional: Celery, zucchini, peas
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ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES
Cold pressed organic Sesame oil

(Vata) or Sunflower oil (Pitta)

Tongue scraper

Triphala for digestion support

Herbal teas- ginger, tulsi,lemon

Journal
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CLEANSE PROTOCOL AND INSTRUCTIONS

You can do an at home cleanse anywhere from 3 days up to 2 weeks depending on

your lifestyle, health, understanding of Ayurveda, accessibility to supplies and a

practitioner to guide you if needed. We never advise one to undergo any type of

treatment or cleanse if you are menstruating, sick, have weakness, have extremely

high ama and special care is needed for children, the elderly and

pregnant/breastfeeding womxn should always see a Vaidya (Ayurvedic doctor)

before proceeding with any herbs or programs.

 

Before starting the Panchakarma you will need to prepare the body for at least

three - five days, each day cutting out processed foods and sugars, dairy (with

exception of ghee) caffeine, alcohol, recreational drugs, meat. Eat simple, easy to

digest cooked foods with plenty of warm water. Start opting to go to bed earlier

than usual ( between 10-11 pm) if you don’t already, drink plenty of warm water

during the day and if you are not vegan you can take 1/2 tsp ghee with hot water

before bedtime, this helps lubricate the body internally and flush ama from the

body. You can also start taking 1/2 tsp triphala with warm water at bedtime as well. 

 

On the 4th day you will begin your cleanse, follow the daily schedule outlined

below:

 

 

Daytime

1-Wake up between 6-7:30 am

2-Brush your teeth and scrape your tongue (keep a note of how much white coating is

on your tongue through this process)

3-Eliminate (Observe the state of your stool, this will tell you lots about your digestion.

Hard, pellet like stool is Vata imbalance, liquid and hot stool that breaks apart is Pitta

imbalance and sticky, oily, sweet smelling stool is Kapha imbalance.)

4-Do self Abhyanga with warm sesame oil or sunflower oil- Instructions included

below. 

5-Have 1 cup of hot water with squeeze of lemon for Vata imbalance and Lime for

Pitta

6-Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner when hungry have kitchidi [modify recipe with the

spices for your imbalance listed above]. For the duration of the cleanse you will be on

a mono-diet meaning the same food (in this case kitchidi) for every meal and refrain

from having any snacks in between, instead have plenty of herbal teas and CCF tea.

6-Avoid over exertion of the senses during the day- no day sleeping, limit

tv/computer/scrolling time, refrain from sex/masturbation(elevates Vata dosha) during

PK, limit unnecessary talking.
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7-Do gentle yoga for at least 15-30 minutes, add Pranayama (breathing technique) to

your daily practice like alternate nostril breathing or Ujjai breath and sit for 10-20

minutes of meditation. You can use the Sattva app for easy to follow guided meditations.

 

Evening

 

8-Bedtime between 10-11 pm

9-Power off all electronics and prepare for sleep 1 hour before bedtime

10-If you were not able to abhyanga in the AM you can also do it at bedtime and shower

before getting into bed

11- Take 1/2 tsp of triphala steeped in 1/2-1 cup of hot water each night to help with

digestion. You may also take 1/2 tsp with warm water without steeping but be careful of

coughing/choking on the dry powder.

12-If you have trouble sleeping, you can oil the the bottom of your feet with warm

sesame oil or a few drops of castor oil with essential oils of lavender, vetiver, or

sandalwood.

13-Do 15-25 Ujjai breaths before sleeping or do Yoga nidra guided meditation before

sleeping using the Sattva app.

 

14-Repeat for 3-14 days. You can choose to keep a journal of each days observations :

energy levels, emotions, physical body changes, coating on the tongue, elimination, skin

changes, state of the mind, symptoms prior, during and post cleanse.
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POST PANCHAKARMA 
At the end of your Panchakarma cleanse you will slowly

begin to reintegrate fruits and vegetables into your diet

one day at a time. Observe the changes in your body and

mind as you integrate different seasonal foods back, this

will help you understand what keeps your body in balance

with Sharad ritu.

 

Choose fresh seasonal fruits and vegetables, eat cooked,

warm foods with warming spices like ginger, cardamom,

cumin, turmeric, mustard seeds, curry leaves, saffron,

nutmeg, cinnamon.

 

Continue having lots of warm water and herbal teas,

avoid cold/iced beverages.

 

Limit your intake of processed and raw foods, alcohal

and caffeine.

 

Continue to build a daily routine that follows Ayurvedic

principles to maintain all the hard work you just

underwent.

 

Enjoy your newfound clarity of mind, balanced digestion,

energized body and creative flow.
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ABHYANGA INSTRUCTIONS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Massage Routine

Warm about 3-4 tablespoons of oil to body just above body temperature. You use clock-wise

circular motion over joints and long up and down strokes on the long bones of the body.

 

Head:Using the flat of the hands, massage the head vigorously for about 1-3 minutes. You can oil the

hair once or twice a week if you have lengthy or thick hair.

 

Face: 1) 3 strokes down face        2) 3 circles on temples     3) Circles around eye sockets                              

4) swipe across upper lip        5) strokes back and forward on forehead   6) swipes down the face

 

Ears: Very important and has many vital energy points, massage and press lobes and outer ears

from top to bottom.

 

Chest: 5 circular movements clockwise and 5 counter clockwise. Can do breast massage here

 

Stomach:7 gentle slow circles clockwise (do stomach and sternum together)

 

Sternum: 7 up and down with fingertips

 

Shoulders:7 strong back and forward movements over shoulders.
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Abhyanga sooths the nervous and endocrine systems, encourages

lymph drainage, rejuvenates the skin, tones the muscles,

eliminates impurities and promotes youthfulness.

 

When to Massage: Preferably before you meditate and bathe each

morning. Avoid during menstrual cycle and sickness.

 

Time taken: 5-10 minutes or a mini massage 1-2 minutes

 

Oils to use: Always use cold pressed and organic if possible.

Cold pressed sesame is considered the most penetrating of oils.

Occasionally it can produce excess heat in the body. Alternatives

are cold pressed sunflower oil (neutral and light, can be mixed

with sesame for Pitta/Vata), almond (good for face) or coconut oil

(very cooling, good for Pitta) and mustard (for a true Kapha) Cold

pressed sesame oil must be cured first to allow better

penetration which means you heat one time to 100 degrees C

and store in a cool place. Essential oils for your constitution may

be added.
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For arms and legs use round movement on joints up and down movement on long

bones

 

Arms: 1) 5 rounds on shoulder joint        2) 5 up and down long strokes on upper arm.

3) 5 round clockwise circles on elbow   4) 5 up and down on lower arm

5) Massage up and down palm and pull fingers

 

Kidneys: 4 small circles clockwise and counter clockwise

 

Back: 7 up and down with knuckles as far as you can reach.

 

Legs: Same routine as arms.

 

Feet: 10 up and down on soles and 5 up and down on Achilles heel, massage between

each toe. Rub the whole of the bottom of foot for 60 vigorous strokes.

 

If time is limited take time to do a mini massage for head and feet.

 

Leave oil on body for 10-15mins before showering. Use soap only where you need

and leave as much of the oil on the body as you can. Be careful stepping in and out

of the tub and give the tub a wipe after each time to avoid any slips!

 

 

 

 

 

What are you going to eat?

One last thing...



KITCHIDI RECIPE

Ingredients

1/2 cup basmati rice 

1 cup mung dal (split yellow) 

6 cups (approx.) water 

1/2 to 1 inch ginger root, chopped or grated 

A bit of mineral salt (1/4 tsp. or so) 

2 tsp. ghee (Sunflower oil for Vegans)

1/2 tsp. coriander powder 

1/2 tsp. cumin powder 

1/2 tsp. whole cumin seeds 

1/2 tsp. mustard seeds (Eliminate for Pitta)

1/2 tsp. turmeric powder 

1 pinch asafoetida (hing) 

Handful of fresh cilantro leaves 

1 and 1/2 cups assorted vegetables (optional)

 

Carefully pick over rice and dal to remove any stones. Wash each separately in at least 2 changes of

water. Add the 6 cups of water to the rice and dal and cook covered until it becomes soft, about 20

minutes. 

While that is cooking, prepare any vegetables that suit your constitution. Cut them into smallish

pieces. Add the vegetables to the cooked rice and dal mixture and cook 10 minutes longer.In a

separate saucepan, sauté the seeds in the ghee until they pop. Then add the other spices. Stir

together to release the flavors. Stir the sautéed spices into the cooked dal, rice, and vegetable

mixture. Add the mineral salt and chopped fresh cilantro and serve
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This recipe is from the Ayurvedic Institute and can be modified for each of the doshas by changing the

spices. Before cooking, you may soak your rice and lentils for a minimum of 4 hours to make it easier to

digest. You can either follow the recipe below for cooking method or the way I make mine is

by tempering my spices with choice of fat (usually ghee for me or sunflower oil) then adding veggies and

sauteing for a few minutes before adding rice & daal and cooking together for 20 minutes. Once vegetables,

rice and daal have cooked together, add salt and serve with a healthy dose of ghee and squeeze of lime.

 

CCF TEA
Easy detoxifying Ayurvedic tea using 1/3 tsp cumin seed, 1/3 tsp coriander seed and 1/3 tsp fennel seed (for

extra cleansing substitute cumin seed for 1/3 tsp carom (ajwain)seeds. Steep in 1 cup of hot water for 3- 5

minutes, cool and drink as many times throughout the day.
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CUSTOMIZED AYURWELLNESS PLANS 
AND AYURVEDA THERAPIES 

To support your post-panchakarma lifestyle I can work with you in person or online to build a customized daily routine

with specialized daily self care practices, recipes, sadhana and more for Winter based on your dosha, imbalances and

desired changes. You can read more at Navigillwellness.com/consulting.

 

If you live in the Vancouver area and are interested experiencing a more authentic complete Panchakarma experience,

you can also visit my practice for the following deep cleansing therapies:

 

Abhyanga: This is a rhythm full body warm oil massage that helps to detoxify the body, offer deep relaxation and rest to the

body. The combination of the rhythmic technique and organic cold pressed sesame oil or blend of oil for your body type

help to pacify Vata dosha (air & space) and draw out toxins from the deep tissues to the surface of the skin.

Time:1h 15 minutes

$125.00

 

Shirodhara: Shiro (head) and Dhara (flow)Is a Vata pacifying treatment for the nervous system where warm sesame oil (of

other liquid) is streamed onto the head in a specific manner and pattern from a copper pot to gently stimulate marma

(energy) points on the head. Shirodhara is incredible for stress, anxiety, insomnia, hair loss, PTSD, high blood

pressure,memory loss, eye disorders and many more Vata related disorders.

Time:45 minutes

$130

 

Kati Basti/ Basti: Kati (low back) Basti (to retain) is a treatment in which a circular "container"  made from chickpea flour is

placed on the low back or other body part and warm oil is retained for a period of time to deeply penetrate down to the

level of the bone to alleviate pain, stiffness, swelling, nerve pain in the lower back, hips, legs and feet. Janu(knee), Greeva

(neck), Hrid/Uro(heart/chest),Nabhi(navel), Vishuddha (throat) basti also available. 

Time: 45 minutes

$95

 

Karna Purna:"is an application of warm oil into the ear. When elements of Vata Dosha (air and ether) within the ear are out

of balance and in excess, we can reverse this by applying oil which consists of earth and water elements. Ayurveda experts

explain that the ear is a sacred place of subconscious memories being in womb where one feels safe and loved. The warm

oil gives you the feeling of peace, tranquility and stillness; when the highest healing can take place." Karna Purna helps

calm the nervous system, reduce anxiety, restores hearing/ ringing in the ears, alleviates jet lag, helps with memory

loss,helps with ear pain and helps align the bones of the head like cranio-sacral therapy.

Time: 45 minutes-1 hour

$95

 

Marma Therapy:In Marma therapy, a very light stimulation of points on the body is done. It removes blockages from the

marma points giving physical and psychological relaxation and strength. This is a powerful process and a therapy that

works with these subtle and sensitive energy points to open the energy channels in the body are called srothas.

Marma points, when gently pressed on the skin can stimulate a chain of positive events.

Benefits:

Marma therapies are profound and work at many levels - physical, emotional, mental and spiritual and can create dramatic

shifts in the body.

Relief from chronic or acute pain, both locally and distally

Detoxification at all levels.

Significant improvement in bodily/organ functions, especially immunity, digestive, respiratory, neural & psychological

Healthier skin and a radiant appearance

Balances body temperature and can balance the dosas (Ayurvedic constitution)  

Releases neuro-chemicals such as serotonin, melatonin for improved cognitive function and deeper sleep

Time: 50 minutes

$100 or 3 sessons for $250

For more information and to book online or in person appointments please email navigillwellness@gmail.com or visit

Navigillwellness.com 
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